
Chris is incredibly professional and
knowledgeable. He listens to your
needs and concerns and helps you
make the best decision for you. He
worked with our schedule, even when
it changed last minute, and was able
to get the job done in time to
surprise my father. I would
recommend anyone who wants a job
done right to call SpaceCoast AV
Consultants!

Jessica
 

Direct Cost: $2,096.03
Vibrant, stunning 4K UHD
screen, using the Universal
Guide to surf smoothly
and select content.
Everything you watch is
automatically upscaled
into 4K for stunningly vivid
color and detail. 
Crystal clear colors that
are fine-tuned to deliver a
naturally crisp and vivid
picture.

Benefits

Small Spaces
Urgent request
Wanted Smart Control 
Small Budget

Challenges

AT A GLANCE

This Mother & Daughter TeamThis Mother & Daughter Team
wanted to surprise theirwanted to surprise their
Daddy with an updated AVDaddy with an updated AV
System for His Birthday.System for His Birthday.

CASE STUDY

The ladies selected the 50" Class TU8000 Crystal 4K
Smart TV from Samsung; Rated best in class at the time,
it provides crystal clear colors that are fine-tuned to
deliver a naturally crisp and vivid picture.

Each display was wall mounted using our Low Profile Pro
AV tilting mount.

MIX & MATCH
For the audio we utilized the VIZIO M-Series All-in-One
Premium Sound Bar with Dolby Audio, Bluetooth. Given
the small spaces this sound bar offered best sound at
an exceptional good price, allowing us to remain on
budget.

S O L U T I O N S

This family had two areas they wanted to add updated
AV System Components. Specifically, two TV's and two
soundbars. The man of the house had a birthday
coming up on Friday. With limited time and budget, we
set out to provide our custom AV Experience. 

O B J E C T I V E S

https://www.google.com/maps/contrib/115717269149492066960/reviews

